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URGENCY 

Mark 1: 14-20; Jan. 21, 2018; Union Cong. United Church of Christ 

Rev. Robin Raudabaugh 

Hurry, hurry, hurry……  

Last day for final winter clearance items…..  

Last day to sign up for health insurance ….  

Hurry ………… Alarms beeping, smart phones dinging or singing or shrieking out 

electronic orchestras ….  

No time to waste ….. do it now….. immediately…..  

The gospel of Mark begins like an alarm clock – persistently – annoyingly – declaring the 

time – and demanding a response!  Mark’s gospel – the shortest of the four gospels – 

takes right off without any of the beautiful stories of stars and angels, shepherds and 

tiny babies lying in straw – because whether Mark knew those stories or not – he didn’t 

think they were particularly important.  Instead, Mark dives right in where the rubber 

hits the road – setting the first scene with the wild man John the Baptizer shouting for 

repentance and washing folks clean in the deepest part of the muddy Jordan river.  And 

- Jesus simply shows up – no fanfare – just joins the line making its way to the river.   

Jesus, next up, is baptized by John – who does recognize him – the heavens open – a 

voice proclaims Jesus God’s beloved child – and then immediately – according to Mark – 

Jesus is driven into the wilderness to be tempted devilishly for 40 days and 40 nights.  

And now – hurry – hurry – hurry – out of the wilderness – and  Jesus – must be running  

along the seashore – such is the rush –  

Jesus sweeps though Galilee – taking it by storm.   No more not yet - he time is at hand!  

Time is up! Time is NOW! 

Jesus runs, he must be running – or at least power walking – there simply could be no 

strolling with Mark.  Jesus hurries along the lakeshore – he needs helpers – calling this 

one and that – that one too – to leave their boats – leave their nets – leave their fathers 

– and mothers – sweethearts and babies – and follow – to fish for people now.  
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Much has been written about the response of those fishers of fish who dropped 

everything to follow Jesus.  Much has been written about their willingness to drop 

everything – everything – to follow Jesus.  Why would they do something so dramatic – 

so radical?  Did they already know about Jesus and had just been waiting for their 

opportunity?  How could they give up their lives so easily – to in fact let down their 

families and responsibilities so easily?   Would we so easily do the same?  We can’t help 

putting ourselves in that same boat – or on that shore – just minding our everyday 

business – tending our nets – checking our lines – fulfilling our commitments – being 

responsible – supporting our families – one day at a time – day after day.  

Last year – or was it the year before? -  we did a little Bibliodrama here in this sanctuary. 

I asked many of you to take on the roles of those fisherpeople called by Jesus to drop 

everything and follow.  We had conversations with wives and mothers, fathers and 

family members, and not everyone was happy with the urgency – the immediacy – the 

lack of time to prepare – to get ready – to drop everything to follow this Jesus. 

I find it just a bit disorienting – so close after Advent – the season of waiting – of 

preparing – and more waiting – and getting ready – the now and not yet – and here it is 

only the third Sunday after Epiphany – and not yet is over – the time is NOW!  And we 

plunge headfirst – heart-first – into this season of urgency.  

Could we – drop everything and follow?   For those first soon to be disciples – Jesus is 

still pretty much an unknown –  and all he says is ‘follow me’.   There’s no heavens 

opening – no doves descending – no voice of God calling down about beloved.   Would 

we be so compelled?  On the lakeshore that day, did they know something we don’t 

know now?    

Perhaps we are missing the point of Mark’s story – when we keep asking these kinds of 

questions.  Perhaps the story isn’t really about the decisions of the disciples – the 

courage and strength and faith those men must have had to drop everything and follow 

a most unknown prophet.   Perhaps the story isn’t really about discipleship or even us.  

Focusing on what the disciples gave up and what we would have to give up might be a 

little like is like placing em-pha-sis on the wrong syll-able.   
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Perhaps, this story is all about the power of God – through Jesus – to walk up to a bunch 

of ordinary hardworking ordinary fishermen – and work a miracle – of creating faith 

where none had previously existed.  Creating disciples where there were none only 

moments before.  

Did those disciples really have a choice that day?   Or was their fate out of their hands?   

That’s a rather disquieting thought isn’t it?   We like our independence – our ability to 

make our own choices – to determine the direction our lives will take; to shape our own 

destinies.   We like knowing that for the most part, we have the power to shape our own 

lives.   Oh, sure, we like the idea of God in our lives – particularly when it is all about 

blessings – but for the most part we like the idea of God diluted.  We are much more 

comfortable keeping God on our own terms.   We like to think about God in the brilliant 

blue of a summer sky or a bluejays wing, in the blazing reds and oranges of autumn 

maple leaves, in the soft plushy cuddles of a black lab puppy, in the warm, milky 

embrace of a new grandchild.   We are happier thinking about God like a warm, cuddly, 

blanket on a cold winter evening.  

But ready or not, God turns our world upside down –regularly – and with that kind of 

God – we are not quite so comfortable.  

Jesus doesn’t ask the fishermen to follow him that morning – or that day – or even that 

week.  He doesn’t ask them to add one more task to their already busy lives.  He calls 

them to a whole new way of living, a whole new way of being – to a whole new story – a 

whole new way of telling a story.  He doesn’t give them a checklist of things to do to get 

ready – he gives them a brand new identity – a brand new life.  

We get caught – in the messy place – between our human work and God’s work.   We 

regularly get caught up here.   Either working harder and harder to earn love and 

acceptance and worth – or letting it all go and letting God – relying on grace to do it all.   

Like those new disciples whose lives turned in a completely new direction, we also 

regularly turn and re-turn our lives to be aligned in the same direction as God’s.   
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That may mean doing what the disciples did and immediately - completely - changing 

direction – or it may mean doing most of the same things we’ve always done – just 

doing them in a new way or for new reasons.   After all when the fishermen became 

Jesus’ disciples – and we still hear about them out in a fishing boat.  

They didn’t totally give up fishing – it just wasn’t the definer of who they were anymore.  

Just so, it might mean that if we were a lawyer before Jesus called (BTC – Before The 

Call), we might now do pro bono work for ICE victims.  It might mean that if were a chef 

in a fancy restaurant BTC (Before The Call), now we cook only with local, sustainable, 

organic foods – and regularly cook for a homeless drop in shelter.   It might mean that if 

we were a construction home builder BTC – now we focus on building green – and 

building affordable housing – for POC – refugees -  and immigrants.  What is important is 

that following call and conversion – our choices now merge with God’s.   

Jesus didn’t begin his ministry in the temple – even though he was a well educated 

Jewish man.  He began out on the margins – on the edges.  And he didn’t gather his 

followers from among the powerful and influential.  He called from the working folk out 

there on the edges.  

Whether we leave the nets of our current  lives for good – or return to them to catch 

fish in a different way – with new purpose and identity – when we respond to Jesus’ call 

– nothing in our lives will ever be quite the same again.  It is not just a moment of 

decision – but a lifelong commitment – a lifelong journey.  And some of you have been 

traveling that journey for a long, long time, and some of you are still turning off to other 

directions when the call comes.   

Mark reminds us that the call is urgent.  We really cannot wiffle and waffle and say we’ll 

follow the next time the call comes – that right now really isn’t a good time for us.   

When Jesus calls – the urgency is to turn our lives over to God right now.  To make the 

shift right now.  To become a whole new person right now.  And then – there will be all 

the time in the world – all the time you need – to become – to grow into – that brand 

new person that you are even now – right this very minute – becoming.  


